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“You were made to be seen as a Vivid example of a life set bright against the darkness.”  

• This is what we are all supposed to be doing here! Learning to live Vividly together! But 
living this consistently is hard to do… 

I want to begin today by introducing you to someone… 
• The Message: There is something wrong with me! We learned this… 

In the book of Genesis, God creates humanity and lives and walks with them, teaching 
them how to live and be.  
• He gives them direction to not eat of the tree in the middle of the garden… but in Chapter 

3, we see an alternative message given by the Serpent, who tells Adam and Eve that 
actually, if you eat of this tree… “your eyes will be opened, and you will be like God.” 

So they eat, and it says starting in verse 7… 
(Vs.) Genesis 3:7-11 (ESV) – Then the eyes of both were opened, and they knew that they 

were naked. And they sewed fig leaves together and made themselves loincloths. 8 And they 
heard the sound of the Lord God walking in the garden in the cool[c] of the day, and the man 

and his wife hid themselves from the presence of the Lord God among the trees of the 
garden. 9 But the Lord God called to the man and said to him, “Where are you?”[d] 10 And he 

said, “I heard the sound of you in the garden, and I was afraid, because I was naked, and I hid 
myself.” 11 He said, “Who told you that you were naked?” 

Translation: That’s not what I told you!?  
• Who told you that naked, or being seen as you are, is something that needs to be hidden 
• But this alternative message becomes the dominant one for us… gets internalized, and 

since we don’t know how to live in the tension, it becomes grafted in with all the others until 
it’s all we know. 

• We are convinced that our lives are less impressive than they ought to be… that we should 
be farther along by now… 

• Pretense is the result of seeking identity in the perception of others.  
• So, we recreate ourselves, similar, but slightly upgraded… 

So, the way that God has taught us to live becomes the alternative message for us, and 
when an idea is deeply rooted in us (in our society), we normally have to experience 
something pretty jarring to open ourselves…K 
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What would you say if I told you that you were far from unimpressive in God’s eyes? 
• I’m about to read you a verse that if you believe it and see it fully, then you will never have 

to pretend again… doesn’t that sound awesome? 

(Vs.) Ephesians 2:10 (ESV) - For we are God’s masterpiece. He has created us anew in Christ 
Jesus, so we can do the good things he planned for us long ago. 

• This word… masterpiece – some translations say workmanship… in the Greek is “Poiéma” – 
where we get the word poem. It’s an artistic word that denotes a work of art, a masterpiece. 

• Poema, happens only one other place in the NT, in Romans 1:20 speaking of God’s creation. 

God is an artist, and He has created a work of art… what this text tells us is that the 
greatest artist in the universe considers you to be His masterpiece.  
• The reason you think you are unimpressive is because you are focused on your work, but if 

you can shift your focus, you will see that His work is extraordinarily impressive.  
• But as I say this, I can tell that we are having trouble buying this… masterpiece? That’s not 

what I see when I look into the mirror… 

Thought: This may be the least believed declaration of the New Testament! 

Misfits and Masterpieces – we live in this beautiful tension.  
• The alternative message is that both are true! We are Misfits and Masterpieces! 

(Vs.) Ephesians 2:10 (ESV)- For we are God’s masterpiece. He has created us anew in Christ 
Jesus, so we can do the good things he planned for us long ago. 

(Vs.) Isaiah 29:16 (NIV) You turn things upside down, as if the potter were thought to be like 
the clay! Shall what is formed say to the one who formed it, "You did not make me"? Can the 

pot say to the potter, "You know nothing”? 

The same sense of awe that we experience when staring at His creation should be felt 
when we catch a glimpse of ourselves, because that how God sees us! 
• Take every thought captive! Have you tried to do this?  
• Who told you that? Disillusioned… free from illusion 

We have heard from so many that are searching for purpose, here it is… 
• You can only take someone else as far as you have gone yourselves… 

What if instead of hiding from Him, we understood that the truth will set us free? 

God: But if you will come back… lock eyes with me… we can start over. I will reveal to you 
the masterpiece that I created in its uniqueness and splendor! 


